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Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Petroleum Technology was conceived through an act of
Parliament to satisfy the growing demand of proficient workforce in the Petroleum
& Energy sector. The focus at RGIPT is to develop human resource that hits the
ground running.
What makes our MBA unique is the active participation of the leading Oil Companies in the academic activities. Their constant guidance and knowledge sharing
results in an enriching learning experience for the students of Department of
Management Studies (DoMS), Noida.
Together we endeavor to find out more about the various functional areas of
management and the industry, while striving for solutions to issues confronting
the sector.

“This new endeavor of Department of Management Studies (DOMS), Rajiv
Gandhi Institute of Petroleum Technology, NOIDA to share knowledge with
respect to Petroleum Sector via a dedicated newsletter is highly laudable and
its growth will have far reaching implications. I compliment the entire team of
the DOMS, for taking this initiative. My best wishes to each one of them for a
grand success in their efforts and I am also sanguine that the involvement of
Prof. J. P. Gupta

students in bringing out this newsletter will help them grow professionally.“

Prof. J. P. Gupta
Director

“Knowledge growth can be exponential, only if it is shared. Half yearly journal; TWISHI is an endeavour of the RGIPT (DOMS) in that direction. I am
happy to see that the young faculty and the students of the DOMS are taking
keen interest to make this newsletter a very useful one. I am sure that it will
enhance the visibility of the good work that our Institution is doing for the capacity building. I wish TWISHI a great success and hope that it will meet all
Mr. D.M. Reddy

its objectives.”

Mr. D. M. Reddy
President

This is the inaugural edition of “Twishi” the newsletter of the Department of Management Studies, Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Petroleum Management. “Twishi” is a Sanskrit
word which means “bright”. The aim of this newsletter is to bring to light the activities of
the department, to share our achievements and connect with all our well wishers. In its
inaugural edition we have tried to showcase the achievements of our students, the various events that were organized by the department and the visitors who came to our campus and enhanced the learning of our students through knowledge and experience sharing.
I would like to congratulate the students who have worked very hard to make this newsletter a reality. I
would also like to acknowledge the contributions of faculty and staff that have devoted time either by contributing to it or by refining the newsletter. “Twishi” is a joint effort of everyone in the department to create
synergy and spread brightness. I hope you enjoy reading the inaugural edition and we would be happy to
receive your suggestions and feedback.

Best Wishes

Editorial Team
Ajit Sinha

Chinmay Dwivedi

Sanchit Goyal

Shaikh Azeez
Hussain

Sumati Sarashwat

You have spent a long time in the petroleum industry and now are heading
an institute specific to petroleum education. How do you feel about this
new responsibility ?

Mr D. M. Reddy, PRESIDENT
RGIPT
Mr. D.M. Reddy has been associated with RGIPT since 2006. His vast
experience includes leadership
positions across diverse set of roles
in some of the most renowned organizations. He retired from BPCL
as an Executive Director (Industrial
& Commercial) in 2012. During his
tenure in the corporate world, Mr.
Reddy had been the anchor of
many critical initiatives and currently holds the key task of giving strategic direction to the Institute.

The two areas of functioning are most definitely as different as chalk and
cheese. Building an education institute is totally different from working in an established commercial organization. However, one notion that I have maintained
in any organization, whether professional/non-professional or commercial/noncommercial, is that the overall objective is to create value for the stakeholders in
a sustained manner.
Typically organizations may be recognized for their products, services or certain
characteristics. But they are all the end result of human application, which requires a strong leadership. Thus, managing people becomes the biggest priority
to get the desired performance. If this is clear, then which activity you are pursuing does not make a difference. Neither am I a domain expert in either areas nor
am I an academician. I am an economics student with an MBA. I remain a management student, and it is while managing that you acquire the domain
knowledge.
This is probably why I did not perceive the two industries differently. Whether I
have to sell metric tonnes of petroleum at BPCL or create good leaders of tomorrow at RGIPT, I have a designated set of deliverables. I have to ensure that I
am giving them a strategic push as the President of RGIPT and meeting the expectations of stakeholders.
What do you expect from the fresh management graduates?
As budding managers, one is needed to deliver with innovative solutions, keep
themselves open to all inputs, adapt and update themselves through their skills
according to the work environment. More importantly, they must seek challenges
and be prepared to handle difficult situations.
You have managed so many responsibilities in your prosperous career.
What suggestions would you give to students to successfully maintain a
work-life balance?
A few years ago, I was heading a business unit at BPCL and was also involved
with RGIPT as its President. Managing both these roles together was definitely
challenging. But it is a skill I developed over the last few decades that helped me
handle both these responsibilities efficiently. The skill is prioritizing. You must be
aware of the issues that require your direct attention and delegate the rest to
your team. If you want to get involved in the routine petty issues at work, you will
build up your own stress and if you do not empower your people they will not
deliver their best. You see how it becomes a win-win situation when you delegate work.
Another thing a professional must learn is to accept and move on. There is no
point in dwelling over what has already passed. If I drive a vehicle and only
stare at the rear view mirror to see what I have left behind, it will not improve my

current situation. I should concentrate on the road ahead leading to the future, while glancing back occasionally for my safety viz. to recall lessons learnt from previous experiences. This helps me by keeping
me levelheaded and enables me to detach myself from work once I am with my family. I spend quality
time with my wife & son, go out for dinners and listen to music. There is hardly any movie that we might
not have seen. There is hardly any year when I did not go on a holiday with them. Needless to say, this
detachment comes from experience and multi-tasking. It is of essence that one does not become emotionally involved with work. Reserve your emotions for your family and social life. At your workplace, have
ownership of the activity but keep emotions at bay at all times.
How well are PSUs equipped to cope with competition from private players?
Competition is inevitable and unavoidable in any sphere of business. It is not something to fret about or
frown upon. Outdoing a competitor is not your key to success. Sustainability is. This can be achieved
when you have a set benchmark of performance that is practiced on a daily basis and supported by a
learning culture. When an organization is more transparent and open, has better role clarity and imbibes
innovation in its functions, it is set to conquer.
When Reliance had come in, the face of retail outlets had changed. To cope with the stiff competition,
BPCL stepped up its game. So, every player in the industry must be ready to face challenges and restructure their strategies & systems to adapt to the situation.
What are RGIPT’s future plans?
The college has signed three MoUs for our undergraduate programmes with Louisiana State University &
Texas University of USA and Chonnam National University of South Korea. It would be highly beneficial
as our students would be able to go on exchange programs and the Institute would financially support its
faculty to carry out research or pursue PhDs in these universities.
RGIPT is also looking forward to encouraging the exchange of people from the corporate world with those
in our academic departments to enable the students in gaining exposure to today’s working scenario & in
return give our faculty an opportunity to keep themselves abreast with the new developments, in the industry related to their area of specialization.

Q1. Having been a part of esteemed institutes like IITs and IIMs, how do
you suggest RGIPT tread forward to grow in stature as an Institute of National Importance?
To answer this question, I would like to go back a little to outline the emerging
challenges & trends in the oil sector globally. We need to look at the global
trends because, in my view, the oil & gas business is fairly integrated globally
in terms of trade, technology and resource availability.
Mr. M. B. Lal, BOG
RGIPT
With several years of experience
in the oil sector, Mr. Mahesh B.
Lal has been one of the doyens of
the oil industry. He has served
with distinction for more than three
decades, having held several key
positions in different companies
and also in the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Govt. of India.
As Advisor (Refineries) to the
Govt. of India, Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas in the early
‘90s, Mr. Lal played a key role in
the development of several policy
issues. Thereafter, he held Board
positions in various oil companies
before finally retiring as C&MD,
HPCL from where he superannuated in March 2007 after serving
there for about five years.
He headed the M.B. Lal Committee, which probed the causes of
the fire at a Jaipur installation in
2009. his technical knowhow
helped the committee in giving
recommendations, which are now
used as standard safety guidelines across Indian oil companies.

The overriding need for countries like India, which are resource deficient, is for
Energy Security and a stable supply. This by itself places some demands on
our sourcing and contracting and infrastructure requirements. Besides this
some of the global trends are:Continued increase in demand for oil and gas in future resulting from improved
standard of living in emerging countries, greater awareness of higher standards of environmental and ecological compliance, requirement to explore for oil
and gas in increasingly challenging and inhospitable regions & locations of the
globe, changing product demand pattern from refineries, perennial need to be
increasingly cost & resource efficient and to achieve economies of scale in production, transportation, storage etc.
All of these translate into a huge increase in technical and managerial complexities at the working level. Since oil and gas will remain a vital sector for our
country’s progress and economic development in the years to come, it was decided to develop this Institute as a sector-specific institute with World Class
standards. This could play a key role in developing future managers, engineers, decision makers and leaders, who could oversee the further development of a modern petroleum sector in the country, well into the 21st Century,
while earning a reputation for excellence internationally.
We intend to do this by imparting high quality education and training, as well as
through focused research efforts and consultancy with industry and other users.
With these objectives in mind, we have identified on top of the list, the necessity of having very high quality faculty and have placed stringent requirement
norms towards this end. At the same time getting high caliber students who
are committed and motivated to make a career in the petroleum sector is also
essential, for which we are basing our intake on the highly competitive IIT-JEE.
Research too has to be an integral part when a reputed academic institute is
committed to provide support and resources to conduct relevant research necessary to the petroleum sector. We have also actively engaged ourselves by
signing MOUs with highly reputed institutes and universities overseas and have
been sending students for some courses there too. We further intend to intensify our collaborative efforts with these institutes. Our institute also has the
unique advantage of being closely associated with the oil and gas companies,
which provides a healthy platform for integration between the Institute and the
Industry.

Q2. How different is it to work in a professional environment as compared to an educational environment developing professionals? Which phase interests you more and has greater challenges?
I must say at the outset that while I have been associated with the Boards of some Institutes at different
times, which also involved sharing things I have learnt & experienced while delivering classroom lectures
or developing course structure, I have absolutely no pretensions of being an academician by any stretch
of imagination. I have worked throughout in industry, including time spent with Government. So, I can
perhaps share my thoughts on working in the Professional environment.
As one would imagine, in the real world of Industry, one is working under the perpetual pressure of time,
cost and deadlines to produce tangible results, whether it is in the area of production, marketing or projects. Results are important & it is seldom a one-man show. In almost all situations, it is a collective effort
and team work that bears fruit. Human interactions involving communicating your views to others, getting
their willing cooperation & motivating your team to foster a common vision and action are as important as
your work itself.
Opportunities are always present to look for improvements and innovations in the work processes, products or services and one can set their own benchmark of standard to make the work demanding and challenging. When one sees their ideas translating to improved output or value for the organization successfully, against odds & self-imposed stiff targets, it can be immensely satisfying and enjoyable.
In the academic environment, from my very limited experience, I think first one has to master a subject &
be extremely thorough with it. Facilitating discussions in the classrooms, addressing questions from
young inquisitive minds and sharing learning experiences can be highly stimulating and satisfying. Whenever I deliver a lecture, to see the young students develop confidence and interest in learning more about
a subject & its different aspects is the greatest reward for me.

Q3. In your vast experience of over three decades, you have observed the transitions the industry
has undergone. What are some of the major transitions that have taken place?
Let me start by covering a bit about the evolution of the oil industry over the last 3-4 decades, with special
reference to our country. These have been advancements in all spheres of operation, viz. technological,
economic, policy and structural.
First on the technology front, as we moved from the era of slide rules (something most of you have not
even heard of) to simple electronic calculators, computer aided design and simulation to microprocessor
based digital control systems and online optimisation, we have seen the oil industry rise to the increasingly challenging demands from the economy of finding new oil resources, and of processing these to produce products with minimal impact on the environment keeping sustainability and conservation in mind.
Technological advances have made it possible to explore oil in much more challenging and hostile environments and at much greater depths under the ground. Gas, which was in the old days considered more
of a nuisance value, has become a much sought after commodity as it can now be conveniently transported in seagoing tankers as a cryogenic liquid. Engineering and technological developments have also enabled the construction of much bigger sized plants and bigger tanker sizes for transportation which have
dramatically improved economies of scale, and has in fact changed the whole economic evaluation of
projects.
On the economic and policy front, the oil industry, which is truly a globally integrated industry in terms of
price and trade, has witnessed a dramatic change from the pre 1974 era. What used to be a fairly stable
low price regime in the old days has changed to one where oil price volatility has become the order of the
day. In spite of oil being discovered in numerous other regions other than the Middle East, prices have
remained relatively high for the past several years. What used to be a market dominated by western oil

majors, is now in the hands of the governments of oil producing nations and the international exchanges,
which makes for a more open market based determination of crude oil prices in the international market.
While crude availability has not been much of an issue especially with GtoG contracts, price volatility and
spikes include price have troubled the industry especially in oil importing countries like India. International
trade in oil and oil futures and hedging in oil has become possible with the setting up of an international
energy exchanges.
On the domestic front, the major change for the oil industry has been from the APM (Administered Price
Mechanism) regime that assured a fixed post tax returns on investment and on working capital, to a market determined mechanism. During the APM regime, investment decisions for major capital projects required the prior approval of Government. Today, we have a far greater economy for the oil sector PSUs,
especially for the Maharatna and Navratna Companies.
With essential reference to the structure of the companies, in the mid 70’s all foreign MNCs operating in
the country were nationalised and the entire oil sector in the country came in the PSU fold. The situation
remained so through the 80’s but the first major change took place in early 90’s, which saw an Indian Private Sector company setting up a joint venture refinery, viz. MRPL in collaboration with a PSU i.e. HPCL.
Subsequently, the country saw the emergence of two major private sector players who came in with mega
refinery projects with World Scaled Capacities and facilities. However, these were not from the erstwhile
MNCs but from the Indian Entrepreneurs, viz., Reliance and Essar Industries.
At about the same time, when the Country saw the commissioning of the Mega Refineries, the product
quality specifications specifically for automobile fuel also saw a dramatic change that brought them in line
with the best standards globally.
Ever since the early 2000’s the refining capacity in the country has been considerably in excess of the
domestic demands for products. This surplus situation has led to not only in trading competition between
refineries, which have had to modify the configuration for better profitability, but also on the marketing
front. The emergence with market based pricing system for several of the refinery products has led to a
healthy competition in the market place and have also brought a focus on quality, customer service, customer satisfaction, and also on costs. On the retail front, most companies have remodelled their outlets to
increase attractiveness and convenience for the customers. For a brief period after total deregulation, we
saw the setting up of retail outlets by the private sectors, but these were later suspended, because of a
change in the pricing system. However in the future, with increasing trend towards market based pricing,
we may again see more private sector players and this is expected to once again lead to greater competition between companies and so benefit the customers.
Today, the Indian Oil sector is manned by professionally well qualified officers and staff who are prepared
to take on the challenges of the future. We must not lose focus on learning to continuously improve and
develop, if we are to remain globally competitive. Some oil sector companies from India have already
made forays overseas, but in the years to come perhaps international business and global expansion may
see further intensification and one may see the emergence of the Indian Global Majors.

Q4. According to you, what is the current skill gap in the Energy sector? Has the advent of domain
specific courses helped in bridging this gap?
I see a couple of key terms in the question, such as energy sector and skill gap. The energy sector is the
blood stream of our economy, thereby essential for our survival and vital for the economic growth and well
being of the population of India. The skill level in the country determines the productive capacity of the
manpower or the human capital, a key determinant of the country’s economic performance that ought to
be treated at par with the process of capital formation. A highly skilled, well informed and knowledgeable
workforce, which is in sync with the needs of the industry, can be the driver of growth & value creation in
the economy.

Our Institute, RGIPT, offers technical courses, viz. B.Tech & M.Tech in Petroleum Engineering & Chemical Engineering, along with a management course of MBA in Petroleum & Energy Management. These
programs are focused on meeting the needs of the energy industry in order to enable it to pursue the high
growth trajectory that is much required in our country. As you may be aware, to meet the Oil & Gas
needs, India is highly import dependent to the extent of almost 80%. In light of this, intensifying exploration and production efforts is the need of the hour. Simultaneously, the demand for energy is increasingly
steadfastly, with a chance of the rate of growth also rising in the coming years.
In the refining and downstream sectors we need to continue capacity enhancements for meeting our own
needs and magnifying value addition & creation through increased efficiency & optimized operations.
RGIPT was set up as a domain specific educational institute, keeping in view the increase in activity level
in the sector in India and the resultant demand for trained & skilled manpower by the industry. It was felt
that engineers & management graduates with specialized training & understanding of this sector will give
a head start to the sector & give rise to future leaders & managers.
Addressing the issue of skill gap, it is a generic problem that surfaces every time there is disconnect between skills & aptitude of the majority of the graduates and the needs of the industry, especially where
technical skills are integral. Since ours is a functional institute, in a technical discipline, we need to make
industry collaboration our mantra for providing relevant inputs to the students. Colleges can teach the basics, but only industry experience can teach how to apply this classroom knowledge to the real life problems with a critical eye to develop one’s own judgment or management insight.
At the same time, colleges can play a vital role in keeping industry organizations updated with the latest
technical inputs through the young graduates joining the industry. The same holds for management graduates, who are acquainted with the new technologies & concepts emerging in the field. Experiential learning involved with collaborative working between students and industry on some real problems is expected
to sharpen the students’ problem solving, decision making & collaborative working skills.
Our MoUs for collaboration with renowned Universities in the USA should also be able to help the Institute
and its students in staying updated and abreast with the latest developments globally, which may also be
of value to the industry .
At RGIPT we have been continuously trying to bridge the industry-academia gap by engaging full-time &
part-time faculty from the industry, arranging guest lectures of industry leaders & specialists and developing an industry oriented laboratory training. We have planned further intensification of this area by organizing industry events and collaborating with the industry.
I am of the opinion that engineering & management studies are action oriented professions, just like medicine, law or accountancy, and should therefore have an interface between professionals & students similar to articleship, residency etc. Increasing the internship period with industry and/or working on specific
projects with the industry may be fruitful in developing the students to be more industry ready. Fresh with
the theoretical insights from college, the young graduates can apply these principles to models and analyse real life situations. Once their value is showcased to the industry, they will be able to establish their
credentials & get more challenging & interesting assignments.
I think our domain ensures that our academic programs are already focusing on developing practical insights in areas like 2D & 3D seismic data interpretation, drilling and production related operations, unit
operations & unit processes (especially those used in refining and downstream), international trade and
finance, supply chain management with special emphasis on petroleum product distribution, retail network
management for petroleum products and many other areas that are industry specific. What is needed now
from the industry is a bit more emphasis on the practical problems and a chance to create opportunities
for the students to interact with real life challenges.

Q5. In your opinion, what should be India’s contingency plan in light of the current Iraq crisis?
First I would like to say that crisis management is when you prepare an action plan for a probable crisis
months or years in advance, and not only when it is staring you in the face. We should be well prepared in
advance with an action plan for the crisis. Certain good things have happened; like storage facilities
planned earlier have materialized. Since crude oil comes from different parts of the world following different paths, meaning if there is any discrepancy at any part, we may face challenges. Hence, we need to
diversify the sources of supply. In previous years India has been able to deter any fuel shortage, however
the prices have shot up. During crisis we need to overcome this price volatility situation.

Leadership Framework
In simplest terms leadership can be defined as an activity of persuading people
of a group/ organization to co-operate in the achievement of a common objective. Leadership thus has more psychological component than physical. Therefore it can be termed as the capability of a person who is more than ordinarily
efficient to be able to convey a psychological stimuli successfully to a target
Maj Gen AK Chaturvedi,,
AVSM, VSM
He was commissioned in Corps of
Engineers (Bengal Sappers) during December 1974 and after a
distinguished career of 38 years,
both within Engineers and the
staff, retired in July 2012. He is
an alumni of College of Military
Engineers Pune, Indian Institute of
Technology Madras, College of
Defence Management Secunderabad and National Defence College
New Delhi. And is currently pursuing PhD on ‘India’s Energy Security: 2030’. He has authored the
first book to be released under the
aegis of RGIPT, titled Nuclear
Energy in India’s Energy Security Matrix: an Appraisal.

group with a view to condition their collective synergized response in a desired
manner. With the need to achieve such an end objective, a leader should be
able to help the group members to identify their role within the scope of the desired goal of the group. Thus, a leader is required to have capacity to envision
future contours of a problem across the entire spectrum of the related issues,
plan to work out a coordinated response by optimal utilization of resources, train
his group to undertake entailed tasks efficiently, motivate his team to perform,
many a times beyond the call of duty and finally communicate with his team at
all times in the manner the members of the group understand. A related relevant
issue that needs to be remembered is that the leadership, group and the situation are dynamically linked and response is to be shaped because of a constantly changing interplay between the three apexes of the decision triangle formed
by leader, situation and the group. Therefore a leader needs to have certain
flexibility of thought to modulate his response to a situation keeping in view the
state of preparedness of his group to face the challenges typical to the situation
being faced. These challenges could be on account of place, time, prevailing
environment and the racial or ethnic characteristics of the members of the
group. Therefore, a political party, a corporate house, a technology driven organization, an educational/ research institution or for that matter organizations
like Armed Forces require leadership, which is applied with the same principles
of leadership but have subtle differences.

Common Attributes of an Effective Leader
One of the most important attribute of a leader is his self-concept and cognitive
ability, which provides him tolerance for ambiguity and also affect his capacity to
take a decision that is rational and satisficing. The self-concept of a leader is
also affected by his value system and his locus of control. An internal locus of
control helps him not to get affected by environmental factors and help him not
to remain status quoist .
His superior cognitive ability to understand the interplay of environmental dynamics to ensure resources’ optimisation and finally help him to shape a calibrated response of his well-trained team.

Aggressive positivity of the attitude is another great quality of a leader to push the project towards success
against all odds. Capacity of a leader is to ensure that not only the efficiency of the process and the systems is taken to optimum but an effort is also made to identify the right approach to the project. A common
quality of highly successful leaders is to be prepared to put in an extra effort with commitment and sincerity. A leader has to have a desire, a dream within his self to succeed and a vision and a commitment to his
own self to work for it. In this regard an attitude; ‘to lead from front’ is highly important.
A leader needs to have a sense of empathy. A conscientious person with a high personal value system is
highly suitable to be the role model to assume the role of a leader. A measure of the success of a leader is
as to how well he can create a happy and willing team which is prepared to go an extra mile. This can
happen only if the team gets convinced that the leader will look after their interests. A good sense of humor plays an important role in helping a leader to create a relaxed working atmosphere, which helps him
to have a better rapport with his team.
A leader has to have a scientific temperament to leverage technology to enhance efficiency of systems.
Finally a leader has to ensure a good health of his own self, because that will help him to work extra.

Methodology to Create an Effective Working Environment
The methodology he is required to adopt entails; development of an organization to do the task in the
most cost effective manner in terms of money, manpower and resources, system of regular reviews to
continuous monitoring with a view to provide course of correction as and when needed and a process to
do continuous environmental scan to deal with the unexpected development through innovation. Efficient
systems and procedures coupled with an effective response strategy contribute substantially towards the
successful completion of the task.

Conclusion
The success or failure of an organization substantially depends on the leadership of the organization. History is replete with the examples when poor, myopic and ineffective leadership led to an even highly
trained and well-motivated group on the path of destruction. Therefore, it is essential that an organization
invests in visionary, committed, intellectually vibrant and a highly effective leadership.
Leadership is substantially a trainable quality. Hence, while planning the capacity building one of the
thrust areas that needs to be concentrated on is leadership. However its scope changes with time, place
and circumstances and thus there is always a need to address it periodically.

"Necessity is the mother of invention" said the Greek philosopher, Plato
The Multi Commodity Exchange of India Limited (MCX), India’s first listed exchange, is a state-of-the-art commodity futures exchange that facilitates online
trading and clearing & settlement of commodity futures transactions, thereby
providing a platform for risk management. MCX offers trading in varied commodity futures contracts across segments including bullion, ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, energy, agri-based and agricultural commodities. Energy products include Brent crude oil, crude oil, and gasoline, heating oil, imported thermal coal
and natural gas. MCX provides platform for future trading as well as option trading in all energy products.
Dr. Rohit Bansal
Assistant Professor,
RGIPT

The market price of a commodity that is quoted in the news is often the market
futures price for that respective commodity. As with equity securities, a commodities futures price is determined primarily by the supply and demand for the commodity in the market. For instance, in the case of oil, if the supply of oil increases, the price of one barrel of oil will decrease. Conversely, if the demand for oil
increases, which often happens during the summer, the price of oil will increase.
There are many economic factors that will have an effect on the price of a commodity. Although commodities are traded using futures contracts and futures
prices, events that occur now will affect the futures prices.
The daily closing prices of front month futures contract are being used for computing natural logarithmic daily returns. When the front month contract enters
into first day of tender period or day of expiry the closing prices of that day and
previous days of the next available contract would be considered for calculating
daily returns. Simply put, daily returns on a day would be computed using closing prices of the same contract in order to avoid distortion during rollover of contracts. Consequently, we may obtain standard deviation on a series of continuously compounded daily returns of 1, 2 or more front month contracts.
Annualized Actual Volatility (AAV) is measured as annualized standard deviation
of the continuously compounded daily returns of the asset. It is also often referred to as realized, historical, or actual, asset volatility. The annualized 6-, 12-,
18-, 24- and 52-day volatilities of important global commodities relevant to all
business days are published daily, which helps in capturing weekly, fortnightly,
monthly and bimonthly volatility trends in the underlying commodities. The availability of historical AAV series will certainly act as a ready reckoner for volatility
trends and will contribute to various research and other purposes. With the help
of historical data, we can use various forecasting methodology to predict commodity future, hedging and option pricing.

(This article is a part of working paper, titled ‘An essay on Energy derivatives and pricing
in India’)

Oil Spring is the annual B-school fest that was conducted on 1st & 2nd February 2014. The fest started with
a lot of excitement and officially began with the address of Mr. L. N. Gupta, Secretary OIDB.
The theme of Oil Spring ’14 was “Sustainability through Conservation”. Despite it being in its second year
only, the response was impressive with participation from premier institutes like IIMB, FMS Delhi, XLRI,
IITD, TERI, Great Lakes Institute of Management amongst a few others.
The event saw an esteemed panel of judges that evaluated the performance of all the participants and
provided valuable feedback to them. There were a total of 5 events - Energy Forum, Consilium, Three
Marketeers, Merchant of Crude & Cerebral Wars.
The prizes were clinched by the following colleges:


Energy Forum (1st prize – TERI; 2nd Prize – IIML)



Consilium (1st prize –MFC, DU; 2nd Prize – RGIPT)



3 Marketeers (1st prize – UBS; 2nd Prize – RGIPT)



Merchant of Crude (1st prize – RGIPT; 2nd Prize – RGIPT)



Cerebral Wars (1st prize – RGIPT; 2nd Prize – RGIPT)

The closing ceremony was a grand affair, made so by the presence of Shri S. Varadarajan, C&MD of
BPCL and Shri P. Kalyan Sundaram, Joint Secretary (General), Ministry of Petroleum & Natural
Gas. The event concluded with a bang when Blue Odyssey performed a few classics and after
much laughter was provided by stand-up comedians Amit Tandon and Abhijeet Ganguly.

Cauldron, an Executive Forum, was a student driven initiative organized by DoMS, RGIPT. The event
was a perfect blend between industry and academia.
Cauldron, which literally means a cooking pot, was an event intended to cook innovative solutions for
some of the major industry challenges.
The imminent industry challenges were addressed in the form of a panel discussion pertaining to the purview of Human Resource Management and the subsequent imploding topic was concentrated towards
RGIPT’s niche domain of Energy.
The topic for the HR panel discussion, moderated by Mr. Ashwani Dhar, CEO, Infraline was 'Talent Acquisition and Development: A challenge to manage’. The discussion was fuelled by participating
members;
Mr. Muninder Anand, Associate Director- HR, KPMG
Ms. Alieesha Thomass, Sr. Manager-HR, OPW Dover
Mr. Umesh Upadhyay, DGM-HR, BPCL
This encouraged students to broaden the horizons of their thinking and gain an insight into the daily challenges cropping up in the industry and be better equipped for the corporate life ahead.
The moderator for the Energy panel discussion on ‘Energy Trading: A Challenge to Optimize’ was
Mr. R.K. Mehra, ED-International Trading, BPCL. It also involved discussion driven by panel
members, Mr. Arun Kumar Bhalla, Chief Executive, Sree Power Trading,
Mr. Himanshu Gupta, Project Leader, Planning Commission,
Ms. Namrata Mukherjee, Head of Group-Policy & Regulatory, IL&FS Energy Development Company Limited.
The students got the perfect platform to learn, confer, understand and challenge themselves in front of
the stalwarts of the industry where they look forth to building a career.

“Nuclear energy in India’s Energy Security Matrix: An Appraisal”
by Maj Gen AK Chaturvedi, AVSM, VSM

Mohit Vora
Consultant,
KPMG

While giving his vision for a new energized and empowered India, Shri Narendra
Modi flagged ‘Energy Independence’ as one of the most important objectives.
With the present ratio of supply versus consumption of energy skewed adversely, and demand rising exponentially to meet the personnel and industrial aspirations, the question which is quite relevant to examine is; whether it is possible to
achieve energy independence when; even energy security at the moment appears to be a distant dream. The issue becomes more complicated with the realization that the energy bearing resources in India are not less but the quality,
quantity and technological challenges have reduced the options for India, and
need to be tackled through research, capacity building and a sagacious integrated plan. A related aspect is the Indian geography which has a bearing on the
remoteness of a large part of the country in mountains, deserts and the island
territories. Such areas present different kind of challenges for the energy transportation to those areas or alternatively examine the possibility to exploit the local resources for the energy conversion to meet the local demands. Massive infrastructures build up with related financial outlays and capability/ capacity to
develop interdependence with energy rich countries of the world and emerging
geopolitical and technological developments present yet another set of financial,
engineering, governance and diplomatic challenges. From all these challenges
listed so far, aspects which emerge as a layman’s response to mitigate the situation are; need to enlarge the energy basket of India in such a way that every
indigenous resource is exploited to the fullest to enhance the supply, an all out
effort needs to be made though policy formulation and enforcement thereafter of
those policies to reduce demand, do invest in research to develop commercially
viable technologies for those indigenous sources which were not being exploited
for various logistical and technological reasons, have a mechanism in place to
keep on doing crystal gazing to visualize the newer challenges so that efforts
commence well in time to find a optimal solution to future energy needs and finally evolve a governance model where energy is dealt in an integrated manner.
In this governance model capacity building across the entire value chain would
be an important activity. Thus a dispassionate analysis of the energy management as a whole needs to be taken up and for that a national debate needs to
commence.
The book under the review; “Nuclear Energy in the Energy Security Matrix of
India: An Appraisal” by Maj Gen AK Chaturvedi, AVSM, VSM, an Indian Army
Veteran, published by Vij Books India Pvt Ltd, New Delhi under the Aegis of the
RGIPT was released in Feb 2014 and thus predates the statement of the Prime
Minister on Energy Management in India. However; surprisingly this well researched book, although meant to examine the role of nuclear energy in the future energy security matrix, covers all the challenges listed above, without losing
the focus on the need for the growth of nuclear energy in future energy matrix of
India.
The book has five chapters, and is structured in such a way that the first chapter

introduces the concept of energy security, its place in national security matrix of a nation, energyeconomics linkages, the present energy scene in the world and brings out the shifting contours of the energy usage based on shifting growth centres, changes in the population pattern and needs new growth
engines like China and India in the world.
The second chapter gives an overview of the Indian energy scene. Here author examines almost all possible present and futuristic energy sources possible in India with a view to analyze their technological possibility, economic viability, environmental impact and time frame in which they are likely to become operational. This chapter also deals with those aspects which are enablers and as well as inhibiters for the introduction of various energy sources. The chapter finally ends with a recommended agenda for decision
makers to take up to ensure energy security in short medium and long term. Chapter three and four are
devoted to nuclear energy. Chapter three deals with the growth of nuclear energy world over and its status presently in the world energy matrix where as chapter four traces history of India’s three stage nuclear
programme as enunciated by Late Homi Bhabha its present status, problem areas, research areas in
which Indian nuclear establishment is working, impact of Indo US nuclear accord and the related issues
that emerge including US 123 Agreement, how will they impact Indian nuclear endeavour in long run and
finally the impact of India’s Liability Act on the growth of Nuclear programme of India. A detailed economic
and technological appraisal of the programme, with a view to establish likely time lines when nuclear energy becomes major contributor to the energy basket of India has also been done in this chapter. It clearly
gets established that the ‘Uranium Route’ at best is only an interim measure because of the limited availability of uranium in India and therefore the Indian nuclear programme can be self sustaining only if we attain the technological edge to exploit waste thorium reserves of India. Author is of the view that earliest
nuclear energy becomes an important element in the energy basket of India, is not likely to be before
2050, although the programme will continue to grow steadily. This confirms the conclusion drawn in the
chapter two to find ways and means to tackle energy shortages in near to medium term. This chapter also does a safety and security appraisal of Indian nuclear programme to arrive at the conclusion that the
programme is reasonably safe, in fact one of the safest in the world. A SWOT analysis of the Indian nuclear programme forms part of this chapter, which gives good conclusions for the course of action that the
planners and executives need to take up to speed it up the growth of nuclear energy usage in India.
Chapter five deals with the need of an integrated energy management system, and here author makes
certain recommendations for the consideration of the decision makers. One important recommendation
pertains to the evolution of the qualitative requirements for an automated energy management system in
India.
A word about the quality of research! The author has quoted extensively from various government documents and the works of various researchers. He has also quoted from his interaction with ‘who is who’ of
the India’s decision making hierarchy in the Planning Commission, National security Advisory Board
(NSAB), PMO and the atomic energy establishment of India. All this makes the data reasonably current
and generally authentic. Analysis in most places is Author’s own; which makes it good as well as debatable. Good in the sense that it gives a fresh perspective which can stimulate many a minds to further examine the issues flagged by the author and debatable because many of those are controversial. Also because of his exposure, the author has also been able to analyze the related geopolitical issues and give
some useful conclusions. In overall analysis it is a comprehensive work, which not only needs to be read,
but also needs to be reflected on, by those who are dealing with ‘Energy Security’ issues in India. The
book has been sponsored by the RGIPT, who is working in the domain of capacity building and research
in the field of energy in general and petroleum sector in particular. RGIPT needs to be complimented for
taking up this visionary step because it will encourage a large number of other researchers to get their
work published and share the same with the environment.

What is Energy Subsidy?
Subsidy is a supporting hand to avail the facilities of natural resources (difficult to reach by masses), services and commodities.
It can also be defined as any measures that keep prices for consumers below market levels, or for producers above market levels or that reduce cost for consumers and producers.
Any government action designed to influence energy market outcomes, whether through financial incentives, regulation, research and development or public enterprises is also known as subsidy.
Energy Subsidy in the Indian Context
India is a nation with an average per capita income of INR 5729 per month. This national average of per
capita income is very less in comparison to the world average and the average of other nations of the
globe. Indian GDP is close to US $1.83 trillion, with an average growth rate of 5 to 5.5 %. Indian government provides a total subsidy of US $30.64 billion, which constitutes to 1.67% of the GDP. Out of the total
subsidy, energy subsidies constitute of US $25 billion (approximately), which is 1.35% of the GDP.
Over the last decade, India’s energy usage has increased 16 times making it the 5th largest energy consumption nation in the world. These energy subsidies are intended to reach the poor who cannot afford to
use the newer sources of fuels. Ergo, the energy subsidy plays a critical role in encouraging them to adopt
the modern sources of fuels and overcome the usage of wood or cow dung alone for their daily energy
uses.
Being a developing country and a growing economy, providing major energy subsidies to its people on oil,
gas and power is essential and a critical responsibility of the Indian government. However, the mismanagement in subsidy administration has created several barricades which are preventing the benefits of
subsidy from reaching the desired people.
Statistics:


Total oil subsidy at INR 1,60,000 crore (approximately) (Considering 1 to 2% error)



The diesel consumption of passenger cars in India is approximately 16% of the total diesel consumption



LPG, PDS-Kerosene & Electricity comprises of 50% of the total subsidy provided by the Indian Government.
1.) Under recovery on PDS-LKO @ INR 31.30/liter
2.) Under recovery on LPG cylinder @ INR
478.50/14.2 Kg cylinder
3.) Under recovery on diesel @ INR 13.64/liter @

1.) Subsidy on PDS-LKO (2011-12)- INR 863
crore (INR 0.82/liter)
2.) Subsidy on Domestic LPG (2011-12)- INR
2137 crore (INR 22.58/14.2 Kg cyln)

NR 90,000 crore

Loopholes in subsidy administration


Social Cost Based analysis (SCBA) - There is no practice of carrying out SCBA before the implementation of the subsidy policy. Thus, the social benefits of subsidy remain less than the economies
of subsidy.



Discrepancies in PDS-LKO system - High adulteration level of up to 36% results in an indented subsidy reaching to poor, hampering the intended benefits.



High Energy subsidy on Fossil Fuels - Inefficient energy subsidy/subsidies on fossil fuels increase
the burden on economy by casing wastage of resources and proves to be a hindrance to a sustainable economic & environmental growth



Uneven subsidy on power - Subsidies on power (electricity) is distributed in different states according to different price structures leaving room for disparity & discrepancy. This includes tariffs of different sizes for different consumers
* Lump Sum subsidy announced by state electricity to state utilities (Subsidy booked)
(According to section 65 of electricity act 2003)
* Subsidy Booked > Subsidy released

Subsidy booked by each state is invariably much more than the subsidy released by state governments.
This depicts the mishandling of cash transfer of subsidy in the state owned administration
Recommendations for a more sustainable subsidy plan:


16% of the diesel consumption is made by passenger cars. This consumption can be reduced simply by making a two-way distribution channel on petrol pumps where public vehicles would get subsidized diesel and the remaining would avail the non-subsidized diesel, in the process saving INR
14,400 crores from diesel under recovery.



Also, a cap should be provided on public vehicles, which should be calculated based on average
running on public vehicles (national average). This would put a curb on adulteration and black marketing of fuels. The implementation could be done by linking the RTO’s database with petrol pumps
and maintaining a server for diesel sales.



Subsidy flow in the current financial year would allow the Oil companies to have sufficient funds to
import crude oil as per the demand and save on interest payments made on loans.



Phasing out PDS-LKO system by cash transfer & Channelizing LKO subsidy through cash transfer
schemes, by distributing the kerosene through talukas & petrol pumps would in return reduce the
adulteration percentage in PDS LKO.



Linkage of subsidy administration with public welfare development (PWD) - This would provide a
transparency of cash flow among the government bodies and the definite cash (saved by phasing
out inefficient subsidies (fossil fuels) could be channelized for the development of poor people.



Timely release of funds by the State Governments - The State Governments should make the subsidy payment in advance to the State Utilities for the following financial year. However the actual payment is made later (Subsidy released), which proves to be an added burden on the Utilities in the
form on interest on loans.



Initial investment in infrastructure and creation of job opportunities – This measure could result in a
positive Return on investment (ROI) for the government. An increase in the fuel prices on reduction
of subsidy may result in a temporary increase in inflation. However, the effects could be countered
by investing the money saved on subsidy in more infrastructure projects to boost job opportunities
and subsequently, increase the per capita income.

(This case was presented by Ankit Shukla, Rockey Verma, Shivam Mishra & Vijay Shankar of 2015 batch in ACE Season 2, Cairn
India’s Case Study Competition, where it was awarded the 4 th place nationwide.)

Gaurav Gupta, Summer trainee at KPMG
Interning at KPMG, a consultancy major and one of

which according to me will be of great help to any
budding entrepreneur.

the Big Four auditors, has been an enriching experi-

I would like to mention here that my internship at

ence both at the personal and academic levels.

KPMG was not all work and no play. I made quite

From Day 1 of my time at KPMG, I was treated like

a lot of friends coming from other premier insti-

an integral and imperative part of the team and al-

tutes such as IIMs, MDI, TISS etc., with whom I

so, the senior team members were very supportive.

had a great time. I believe getting a chance to get

The project assigned to me was ‘Due Diligence of

associated with the brand KPMG is something

proposals for an Apex body related to skill develop-

that will help me in my career advancement. At

ment’. The project provided me with an opportunity

last, I would like to say that doing my internship

to harness the different management theories relat-

with KPMG has been an exciting journey and I

ed to the field of finance, operations, strategy and

look forward to more such opportunities.

research, which I had learnt as part of the 1st year

==============

curriculum of the MBA program at RGIPT. Also, the
proposals on which Due Diligence was to be carried
out came from different organizations generally fol-

Saransh Sharma, Summer trainee at ITC Ltd.

lowing a different business model; each of which
usually targeted a different economic sector. This

Having an inclination towards the marketing field I

helped me in enhancing my understanding of the

got an opportunity to intern at ITC Ltd. The dura-

different business models, the various economic

tion of my summer internship was 9 weeks. The

sectors in the country & the skill gaps that prevail in

internship was divided into two phases:

them and the youth aspirations w.r.t. different economic sectors.
In addition, given the nature of my project I came
across many concepts and skills like coordinating
work flow from offices located at different geograph-



Distribution benchmarking amongst premium health segment biscuits



Promote sales of ITC food division for areas
with below average sales

ical locations, which one doesn’t always get to learn

A survey was done by visiting markets under

in a classroom setup. Since the project assigned to

General trade. During the first phase of the pro-

me was a live project, I got to meet and interact with

ject, a total of 139 retail outlets were visited with

the client team a couple of times that helped me

the Distributor Salesman from three Wholesale

gain a better understanding of the client’s expecta-

Distributors. The data collected was analysed to

tions from the project and what was of strategic im-

calculate parameters like: Market Share, Numeric

portance to them. During my interaction with the

Distribution, Weighted Distribution, and Distribu-

client team, I got some important insights into the

tion Quality Index (DQI) for Farm-Lite range of

key aspects and metrics any investor will hold im-

biscuits launched under Sunfeast brand in com-

portant prior to investing in a new project,

parison to the market leader of the segment Britannia’s Nutri-Choice.

Under the second phase the aim was to enhance

well-established. To initiate my project, I had a lot

secondary level sales of the company viz. sales at

of data collection to do. The Market Research

Distributor level for underperforming regions.

course that I’d undertaken came in handy. In order

To achieve this, following areas were monitored:


Any need for inter stock rotation and intra
stock rotation for stores

to develop a successful strategy, I had to analyze
trends & forecasts of construction and engineering
services, which are the 2 main tools of RAMTECH.
Our Business Policy & Strategic Management



Quality of paid and unpaid visibility

course was helpful to understand the business



Any issues faced by retailers with respect to

model RAMTECH better. And I started comparing

distributor or the company

some parameters such as wages & salaries of the



Push successful products to capture market,
as per its need.

people working in both India & USA. I discovered
that on an average a Civil Engineer in India earns
$10,000 annually whereas, in the US the salary is

The experience at ITC was both challenging and

$80,000 annually for the same job. Thus, operat-

elevating. This assignment gave me the exposure

ing from India becomes a much more economical

of actual market conditions under general trade &

option for a client. The prospect of saving money

introduced me to the perspectives of various parties

is one of the most important motivating factors for

involved within a distribution channel, ranging from

the

manufacturer to retailer. This however was just one

RAMTECH. On this basis we prepared a graphical

side of the coin. On the other hand it was equally

presentation showing the benefits of working with

important for me to document my experience, ob-

our firm in India itself with the help of their Virtual

servations and data collected in a precise and con-

Design Concept, another expertise of RAMTECH.

cise manner. Revelation of competitor strategies

One of the highlights of my internship experience

and market standings gave me further insights into

came towards the end, I got an opportunity to ob-

the industry. I consider myself fortunate enough to

serve how he markets RAMTECH by emphasising

work with one of the leading FMCG companies of

on its competitive advantage pitching a win-win

the country.

situation for both the parties. As a future manager,

==============

foreign

prospects

to

give

business

to

it is essential for me to have convincing power &
the knowledge of how to use communication as an

Karam Jagwani, Summer trainee at Ramtech

effective tool.

This summer internship truly has

been an insightful experience and the hands on

I did my internship in RAMTECH, a Global Technol-

experience I gained will prove to be useful in the

ogy Company. It is primarily an Engineering firm

future as well.

providing services in all construction phases. They
have a competitive advantage of their BIM & MEP
services & also specialise in Software Development
& IT Consulting.
I was in the business development team as my project revolved around developing business from

==============

Skill Requirement in Gas sector

Mr. M. Ravindran

Mr. M. Ravindran, the Director HR of GAIL, emphasized the necessary traits
one must possess in the gas sector. He stressed that the non-technical skills
of individuals are as crucial, if not more, as the technical skills. In addition,
Mr. Ravindran pointed out the importance of being a leader rather than a
follower to flourish in a workplace.

Director-HR, GAIL (India)
Ltd.

Current Marketing Scenario
It was an interactive session by Prof. Anil K. Gupta to enhance and build the
concept for business through a case study. The students were forced to
think beyond their imagination to develop the strategy for a drowning firm
and help the business sail to profit. He suggested that before developing the
strategy, one put themselves in that position and focus on what the ultimate
goal is.

Prof. Anil K. Gupta
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad.

Insurance Sector

Mr Saurabh Verma
Sr. Vice President, AlmondZ
Insurance broking Pvt. Ltd.

During his lecture, Mr Saurabh Verma mentioned how in contrast to the American & European subcontinents, the penetration level of insurance sector in India is very low, which is typical to the penetration of the sector across Asian
markets. According to him, in India insurance sector is at a nascent stage and
the penetration or investment will come as soon as the FDI in insurance sector
will be increased from current level of 26%.

Way of living and career development
Mr. Raju Chandrashekhran, a very renowned personality, visited RGIPT and
enlightened the students with his vast knowledge. He talked about the energy
scenario of India comparing it with western countries, during which he also
emphasized on the importance of energy management in a person’s life. Laying stress on anxiety management, he told the students about how important it
is for a person to attach and detach himself from various situation in life to
maintain his well-being.

Raju Chandrashekhran
Founder of World Energy
Forum.

I joined BPCL 4 years back. For the Initial 2 and ½ years, I worked at the corporate office in Mumbai.
In Industrial and Commercial SBU of BPCL, I’ve handled B-2-B marketing, had
a strategic role to enable higher management to take decisions of strategic importance. I was also involved in bunkering which was new to BPCL.Our focus
was on export rate and development of strategic decisions for next year.
Astha Chaturvedi
Assistant Manager,
Industrial Business Development,
BPCL

I worked under Mr.D.M.Reddy who was the Executive Director of BPCL during
the restructuring of sales force. Chandigarh was being developed as a new area, the proposals suggested by me were accepted without any changes.
I had one year experience in marketing. My role involved making strategic decisions, probe territories regarding their sales. I did Sales analysis for higher management. We made deals for 30,000 MT of exports, handling overseas customers. Handling exports helped me to understand petroleum business better and
groomed me for the industry.

I can still recollect my first day at RGIPT as clearly as my last. Coming to a new
place I was a case of nerves, not knowing what the future would have in store for
me as it unravels. Here I got a chance to explore my potential, interests and
even my own self courtesy of which, I was able to develop a multi-faceted personality. In my 2nd year, I got an opportunity to be the convener of RGIPT DoMS
fest Oilspring that was a raving success, thanks to the support & hard work of my
team. Yet there are other memories that I deem far more dear, and those are the
Deepak Joshi
Assistant Manager, Lubes
BPCL

times I spent with my friends in the hostel. Reminiscing of the inside jokes we
shared, the conversations we had and the food we gorged down in various bylanes of NCR transports me to a world of nostalgia. Coming to RGIPT was indeed a decision that worked well for me and gave me a myriad of moments to
cherish.
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